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1. Dirt absorbing mat reduces cleaning costs
With an effi cient cleaning zone the intervals for cost-intensive cleaning can be reduced.

2. Preserving the value of following fl oor covers
Dirt absorbing mats protect following fl oor covers from dirt and contribute to an improved preserving value. Hard coverings can 
otherwise be scratched by sand and stones, textile covers are soiled by moisture and dirt.

3. Avoid accident risks 
Moisture is absorbed by dirt absorbing mats and this results in non-slip safety by avoiding wetness.

4. Improve hygiene standards 
Reducing dirt indoor has a positive effect on hygienic conditions.

5. Footfall sound insulation 
Dirt absorbing mats reduce footfall sound which results in a lower noise nuisance. 

Combustion behavior:

Width/Size Backing Material
Total
thickness**Production type

Additional features:

* all dimension data incl. the border 
** all data are approximate numbers
*** conditional dimensional stability

Rug 1350 / 2000 mm Vinyl Tufting 100% Polyamid 380 g/m2 2400 g/m2 4,5 mm 6,2 mm

Pile 
height**

Pile 
weight**

ReinDesign by ARWEI®



ReinDesign von ARWEI®

Important information for laying of ARWEI-Sauberlauf Foyer with vinyl backing:

www.arwei.de/de/verlegung.pdf

Colours: 

anthrazite beige

brown red

Constructional and material changes in the course of further product development reserved. All dimensions are standard values without considering production engineering-
related tolerances. They are based on our experience and testing. The variety of associated materials and working conditions that occur on jobsites are not checked in detail 
and cannot be infl uenced by us.  The quality of your work depends on your own professional judgment and product usage. If in doubt of any application recommendation or 
instruction, conduct a small test or obtain technical advice.  With the publication of this product data sheet invalidates all previous product information. The respective updated 
version of this datasheet can be found on our Homepage under www.arwei.de 
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